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EDITOR’S NOTES 

I get a number of submissions about family reunions. In an informal poll I 
conducted on Facebook concerning the love/hate relationship with these 
family gatherings, one person said, “What I love about them is seeing 
some relatives I haven’t seen in awhile. What I hate about them is seeing 
some relatives I haven’t seen in awhile.”


Misbehaved children running amok, drunk uncles, old aunts wearing so 
much perfume they smell like — what my father called — a “dime store 
hooker.” All of the family skeletons come out at the reunion.


“Did you know cousin Gerald is on his fifth wife?” “I hear tell his second 
boy from his first wife is in jail for armed robbery.” And so it goes. Every 
family member seems to have their own little twist on the stories, editing 
and embellishing them as they see fit.


family reunion 
my mother’s stories 

told differently 
(Claudette Russell, Prune Juice, Issue 11) 

Of course you can’t have a family reunion without food. Covered dishes 
crowd picnic tables while ravenous relatives and flies wait for lids to be 
lifted. Grandma brings her caramel cake that no one else in the family has 
ever been able to duplicate. Aunt Bessie brings her surprise casserole, 
which even the flies steer clear of.  

Is Sammy Joe your first cousin twice removed or your second cousin? 
Who is the man standing next to Grandma in that old polaroid photo? If 
cousins Mark and Cindy get married will their children have three eyes? 
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According to comedian Jeff Foxworthy you might be a red-neck if you go 
to family reunions to pick-up women or if your get-together includes a to-
bacco spitting contest.


It seems comedians and writers of senryu alike get plenty of material from 
their family reunions. So, along with your broccoli casserole bring a writing 
pad and pen to your next one.


Terri L. French

July, 2015
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S.M. Abeles, US 

this whistle's never distant crazy train
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Debbi Antebi, Turkey 

my mother's palm —

the lines of a future

she wants me to have


reuniting at the bar

we try to give it

another shot
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Joseph Salvatore Aversano, Turkey 

magnifEYEing 
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Johnny Baranski, US 

Mother's Day

a collect call from

the county jail


7th Inning Stretch

the line to the women's

restroom
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Johnny Baranski, US 

"bennies from heaven"*


it's one of those lines you wish you had come up with yourself. you want 
to swipe it but you've done enough jail time already.


street hooker

the tow truck turns

another trick


*Charles Plymell
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Collin Barber, US 

new town

I look for my name

in the motel phone book


showing off

my two year-old daughter

uses eight numbers

to count

to fourteen


pool hall

we shoot

the shit
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Robyn Hood Black, US 

downsized —

the whole house vacuumed

from one outlet
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Meik Blöttenberger, US 

unlocking the tackle box 

dad's baited breath


golf buddies

chatting about ED

year of the rooster


retirement seminar

my free pen

stops working
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Mark E. Brager, US 

track marks —

rollin' them bones

'cross a neon sky


first buds . . .

remembering the Dao

of tree climbing
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Helen Buckingham, UK 

and the dish ran away with the spork


last ditch prayer

quicksand 
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Alan S. Bridges, US 

convenience store

where people go

to scratch


rock

you are here

hard place
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Susan Burch, US 

I can’t get away

from your restless legs —

shaker bed
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Sondra Byrnes, US 

dried-up lilacs —

running out of nostalgia

anyone remembers
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Marion Clarke, Ireland 

new leaf 

I decide to turn over 

instead
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Susan Constable, Canada 

afterwards

we laugh about it

our argument

ending with my spoonerism

you’re not so smucking fart 
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Tracy Davidson, UK 

my brother

says grandpa is unhinged

like the old gate

at the bottom of our garden

where all the fairies live


ready to leave

my old life behind . . .

how I won't miss

the jangle of keys

in the prison guard's hand
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Angelee Deodhar, India 

Pilgrim’s Progress 

At the ashram I meet people from around the world. They have come for 
the four day Consciousness Summit. On the banks of the Ganges after the 
sun worship, I pick up a few pebbles. A few days later, an American friend 
asks me to join her walk down to the Holy River. I decline but ask her to 
bring me two small stones. She does, but also brings a large cannon ball 
sized one, to take home with her.

 

I am amazed. I warn her that airport security might view it as a weapon. 
She might be detained and questioned. It might trigger an international in-
cident .The headlines would proclaim ”Prominent U.S.doctor tries to sneak 
precious Ganges heritage rock sample, caught at airport”. She laughs, and 
says she is willing to take the risk.


I have just heard from her. Although she was quizzed, she was allowed to 
carry that stone back in her camera bag.


preaching Ahimsa

the guru calmly swats

a pesky fly
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Charlotte, Digregorio, US 

snowdrifts . . .

at the greasy spoon

he shovels mashed potatoes 
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Patrick Doerksen, Canada 

morning meeting

at the window

a fly trying to leave 
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Ana Drobot, Romania 
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Robert Epstein, US 

it reminds me

I don’t need a purpose

house fly
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Terri L. French, US 

Crusty 

A giant slice of pepperoni pizza dances on the side of the road, waving at 
the cars as they zoom past. I stop for the red light, roll my window down 
and wave hysterically. But I don't pull in. I don't buy a slice of pepperoni 
pizza. I don't like pepperoni pizza. The light turns green and I pull away. 
Glancing in the rearview mirror I see the piece of pepperoni pizza. It is flip-
ping me the bird.


road rage

a rorschach of bird shit

on my windshield
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Terri L. French, US 
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Jay Friedenberg, US 

moving day

images of our house —

in a fractured mirror 
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Chase Gagnon, US 

city haze . . .

the homeless child wishes

for stars


who I used to be . . .

the empty streets

of the motor city


losing my faith . . .

a friend sells me acid

behind the burned out church
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Chase Gagnon, US 

Hovel


If I had to describe my mind, I'd say it's just four cigarette-stained walls, a 
room in a sleazy apartment where prostitutes make their living, where 
heroin addicts overdose on the shaggy brown carpet, and where geniuses 
compose brilliant poems, then crumple them up and toss them toward the 
trash can full of unread suicide notes and colorful used condoms. My mind 
is nothing but a place where I can be a fly on the wall of life, a place open 
to all of humanity for my own entertainment . . . and no one ever even 
knows I'm there, on the wall or hiding inside the dusty lampshade. Some-
one I love from afar will probably squish me one day, if I get too close . . . 
and if they do, I hope they feel lonely afterward.


people-watching . . .

an Issa haiku

tattooed on her wrist
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Ron Grognet,US 

morning paper

sudoku is his —

she has cross words 
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Johnnie Johnson Hafernik, US 

her bedroom

becomes my office

becomes her bedroom
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Autumn Noelle Hall, US 

fear so ingrained

we feel only their weight

these wings

which lent Icarus

his day in the sun
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Autumn Noelle Hall, US 

A Once and Future King 

monarchs unhinged

opening the ledger

of another spring


futures contract

a milkweed purse of seed coins

to buy them back


inch-by-inch

Caterpillars must grow

like weeds


begging the question

are WE Roundup-ready?

monoculture


leaded orange panes

this indicator species

fragile as glass


Xerces Society

the X in extinction

how like wings . . .
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Devin Harrison, Canada 

worry beads

meditation for

kinesthetic learners


new immigrant

trying his language skills

on a mannequin
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John Hawkhead, UK 

her words growing softer

as I chop through firewood

burying the hatchet


kicking the beer can

along the old cobbled street

drunk father and son 
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Steve Hodge, US 

outside the dance

the Homecoming Queen

kissing the new girl


"Motorcycle for Sale"

the clink of the spoon

in the baby's bowl


drunk again

the bully's father

unbuckles his belt


abused girl —

smiles scratched off

the dolls’ faces
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Opie Houston, US 

nudist camp

showing off

our shortcomings
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Carol Judkins, US 

Deflation


As 2015 rings in, I remark that it will be a significant, celebratory, even 
transformative New Year. We pour Vueve Clicquot into flutes and kiss at 
midnight. He refills our glasses as we discuss plans for February to mark 
my 70th birthday in style. Both of us reminisce about our parents who 
seemed so old at our age. Noting that our health is far better than the two 
parents who even made it to seventy, and fueled with bubbles, we glow in 
smug self-satisfaction.


The mail arrives with a notice to renew my driver’s license. With no driving 
tickets in over twenty years, I’ve always sent a check, and a new license 
with my decades-old picture arrives in the mail. This year, there are new 
requirements: a written rules of the road test, a vision test along with an 
admonition to disclose cataracts, glaucoma or periods of lost conscious-
ness, and the need to make a personal appearance to get a new picture. 
Holy Cow! study for the written test, dig into my files for the dates of both 
cataract surgeries, and join a line at the Department of Motor Vehicles that 
is full of “seniors”.


In the same mail delivery, I open a summons to appear for jury duty. In our 
county, we serve one day or one case, and I cross my fingers that I am not 
at the courthouse for long. On the back of the informational form, all the 
reasons are listed that allow you to ask to be permanently excused from 
service. Here’s one: age seventy or older.


the descent

of a Mylar balloon

out of gas 
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Barbara Kaufmann, US 

Breakfast on the Porch 

I open the Times and force myself to read a few headlines. The news is all 
bad. Guns and death. War and disaster. Protesting pro this and con that. 
Yet another, unqualified candidate announces a run for the presidency 
months before the race. No doubt we'll have another election that resem-
bles the Kentucky derby with twenty odd dark horses trampling on the is-
sues . . . blah blah blah. I slam the paper shut and rant out loud a bit be-
fore the slant of the sun on the fence distracts me.


a conversation

with the daffodils

they just nod
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David J. Kelly, Ireland 
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Brendon Kent, UK 
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Deborah P. Kolodji, US 

first date

with my ex-husband

Friday the 13th


Avogadro constant

fifty pounds later

still a “B” cup
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Deborah P. Kolodji, US 

Flight to Phoenix 

As I board the aircraft in Detroit, I notice someone in my aisle seat, a 
young woman who nods impatiently towards an elderly man in the window 
seat and says, “He’s in my seat.” The man waves a boarding pass at her, 
as if he’s done it a few times before. The flight attendant tells her to just 
take another seat.


An hour into the flight, the man starts looking out the porthole, looks at his 
watch, looks out again, and then turns to me and asks, “Where is this 
plane going?”


“Phoenix.”  I say.


“Arizona?”


“Yes.”


“Oh, no, no!” He insists in his thick Russian accent, “I’m going to New 
York, La Guardia!”


How this man got on the plane in the first place is a matter of speculation. 
You would think that someone would have noticed he was boarding the 
wrong flight when they scanned his boarding pass. The man shows it to 
me, with its different flight number and destination of LGA. However, it has 
the same gate number as my boarding pass. The guy across the aisle tells 
me they changed the gate of the La Guardia flight just before boarding.


But, however it happened, I just know that this man, who is at least 80 
years old, and doesn’t speak English very well, is frantic. I am powerless to 
help him.
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He tries to call his family on a cell phone, but, of course, the cell phone 
doesn’t work. He asks me if I can call. I push the button for the flight at-
tendant, who isn’t very helpful, but eventually the flight attendant from first 
class comes back to assist, takes down the man’s family’s information, 
goes back to the front of the plane.


She comes back, says she’s reached his family and promises to put him 
on the next flight from Phoenix to New York, but that creates a whole new 
problem because it’s Friday and the man is an Orthodox Jew. It’s mid-af-
ternoon, three hours from Phoenix, and at least five more hours back to 
New York.


sunset

in the wrong city

saguaros
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S.M. Kozubek, US 

before yoga class

cell phones

chatarunga
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Shrikaanth Krishnamurthy, UK 

Doors Wide Shut 

Parking my car quickly taking my phone out to check my email the   catch   
in my breath THERE it is the mail I have been waiting for for nearly three 
months steadying my hands clicking on the attachment to see what the 
verdict is loading loading up closing my eyes rushing through the prayers 
prayers prayers thanking God for whatever is in store for me All that hap-
pens is good 

“Dear bla bla bla


We have now reached a decision . . .”


Well of course you have, cut to the chase!


“Unfortunately . . .”


icy winds

the rice harvested

by locusts
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Shrikaanth Krishnamurthy, UK 

Elastic Bands 

ninety nine, hundred, hundred one, hundred two, hundred three, 
hundred eight, hundred nine —?


His five year old voice trails off in a question mark.


"What is after nine, son?"


Ten? Oh, one ten hundred — 

"No no. One hundred and ten.”


one hundred and ten, hundred and ten one, hundred and ten two —


“No, darling. What is after ten?"


Eleven. Ok ok, hundred eleven, hundred twelve — hundred nineteen????

Is it a trillion after hundred and nineteen?


"What is after nineteen?"


Got it. One hundred twenty, hundred twenty one — I will count to a trillion 
now.


between tiny arms

      the stretch of infinity . . .

"I love you  t   h   i   s   much"




Michael Henry Lee, US 

faltering light

the conversation shifts

to living wills


social security

half of what

could have been


nude beach

sun block on

everything




Angela Leuck, Canada 

falling leaves

how eagerly

I awaited

my sister’s

cast offs
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Antoinette Libro, US 

evening concert

those who sleep the most

clap the loudest
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Chen-ou Liu, Canada 

thirteen crows

on a telephone line —

meeting rescheduled
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Gregory Longenecker, US 

art museum

the grade school children

make cubist faces


Billy Graham crusade

she holds my hand until

Jesus calls
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Marietta McGregor, Australia 

old uncle —

his nose pushing words

around the newspaper


stress factor —

in a fractal landscape

a couple shatters
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Jonathan McKeown, Australia 

jet-lagged

the seasonal ambiguity

of the produce section
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Madhuri Maitra, India 

Pulitzer Prize — 

ghostwriter takes a bow

before her mirror
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Annette Makino, US 

toobusytostophamsterwheel


thrift store sandals

the long mile

in someone else’s shoes
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Anna Mazurkiewicz, Poland 

second marriage

returning to the first

page of my book
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Mac Miller, New Zealand 

after landing

       the aerobatic pilot

       swats a fly
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Peter Newton, US 

home from vacation

the long journey

from the car
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Malintha Perera, Sri Lanka 

evening sun . . . 
a farmer dragging 
his shadow 
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Madhuri Pillai, Australia 

kale chips

passing the recipe 

from daughter to mother
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Jade Pisani, Australia 

40th party

my dead mother's sister

shaves my head

and now life is 

clearer
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Tyler Pruett, US 

big bang the first shadow
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Kala Ramesh, India 

my child

spells it as new clear weapons —

the story retold
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Irina Ratnikova, US 

taking the price tag

off a souvenir . . .

priceless
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Michael Rehling, US 

i didnt know what time it was

         from the song title by rodgers and hart


i am famous for not being famous. sometimes people will see me and ask 
who i am. how disappointed they are when they find out i am just me. i 
have been imagined to be a singer, a jazz musician, a really wealthy guy, a 
ball player, and a famous politician. once i told a guy that he had it wrong, 
and that i was tupac shakur. his look was priceless. but in my own life i am 
just a fast flickering star.


looking at my watch

northern lights

in the crystal
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Bryan Rickert, US 

date night —

at every turn

a red light


art class —

the window fly

draws our attention


American Sign —

the conversation lulls

over finger food
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Alexis Rotella, US 
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Alexis Rotella, US 

Retirement

my husband watches

Donald Duck


Cleaning lady

has another meltdown

in my living room —

I mop around her

half listening
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Gabriel Sawicki, Poland 

with each anniversary

the other side of bed

getting colder
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Ken Sawitri, Indonesia 



Haiku first published in Chrysanthemum 17, April 15th, 2015
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Olivier Schopfer, Switzerland 

that special spark

in the waitress’ eyes . . .

catch of the day
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Olivier Schopfer, Switzerland 
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Ron Scully, US 

corrected obit: 

my father was not

survived by two loving sons
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Yesha Shah, India 

paper collage the scabbed edges of brittle promises 
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Shloka Shankar, India 

spring cleaning . . .

he suggests we cleanse

our auras


IKEA

i re-assemble

my past
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Ken Slaughter, US 

Cubicle Blues 

performance review

I practice by bragging

to my wife


staff meeting

I contribute

a fart


company ethics

half the truth

above-board


workplace art

maybe I could paint

after all


a fly

buzzing back and forth

in the office

I ask my boss

about working from home
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Magda Sobieszek, Poland 

suicide

crimson moon

reflected in razor blade
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Debbie Strange, Canada 
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Alan Summers, UK 

shorter evenings

a moon tries to follow me

into the pub


family home

the grain of the wood

enters his hands
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Alan Summers, UK 

The search for the colour yellow in art 

Gamboge is the colour of ear wax, the smooth brittleness of hard toffee:

The corner sweet shop's not there anymore, but trains still run, and one

boy has longer legs.


beyond the wardrobe

the last streetlamp of Narnia

becomes a tree
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Patrick Sweeney, Japan 

baking bread

the grain weevil's

Nirvana
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Paresh Tiwari, India 

Skeletons 

Spring comes early and settles over the window like fine muslin. I stare at 
the carpet of jacaranda blossoms in the yard even as the cold wet nose of 
the dog nuzzles my palm. All around us are rows and rows of empty car-
tons. The ones yet unpacked are stacked in a corner, bulging at their 
edges, they threaten to burst and flood this one room house with memo-
ries.


I ignore them and take a cup of coffee to the balcony. Reading a book of 
Ghalib's translated verses, I wonder if longing in Urdu would have meant 
more than it does in English. Without even realizing, I scribble your name 
in the margins of the book and now there's nothing more to do than to al-
low the vermillion of the dusk soak over it.


trail dust . . .

our shadows closer

than we ever were
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Paresh Tiwari, India 

Mcguff 

"Have you been taking your meds then?" the doctor asks without taking 
his eyes off his prescription pad.


The incessant scratching of his pencil has started to get on my nerves. I 
nod and look out the window, where a fly keeps buzzing by the windowsill, 
trying out the edges, looking for a way to get in.


"I think you should let her in or put her out of her misery." I say "Do you 
want me to get you a bug-spray? Or a frog? I could even lend you Basho’s 
frog for the dirty job."


"And what purpose would letting it inside serve?"


"At least she would know that those glistening fruits on your table are just 
painted clay."


brackish water —

i tell her heartbreak

is a spondee
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Vidya S. Venkatramani, India 

spice box —

all the emotions 

on her face


a murder of crows

gossiping in the courtyard —

family reunion
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Julie Warther, US 

head in a cloud . . .

the picture

I can't delete


since the last funeral . . .

a length of arm

between cuff and wrist


palmistry —

the lines

I've crossed


choosing which cross to bear shoulder tattoo
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J. Marcus Weekly, US 

Sunday morning

his urn rests

on the funny pages
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Michael Dylan Welch, US 

peace talks at Camp David —

    world leaders

take a bathroom break
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Tyson West, US 

girl on a skateboard

pushing

a baby carriage
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Ian Willey, Japan 

back from his walk

he Googles

the stars
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Note from the editor: Starting with the next issue, I will be picking “best 
of issue” from the chosen submissions. The award can come from any of 
the categories — senryu, kyoka, haiga, haibun, or sequence. At this time 
there is no tangible prize, but you will, I’m sure, have the accolades of your 
peers!


Terri L. French
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